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 Positive/Negative:
 A Note on Degas's Photographs*

 DOUGLAS CRIMP

 l'homme poursuit noir sur blanc
 Mallarm6

 In a passage from a journal kept in his youth, Daniel Halevy relates the
 events of "a charming dinner party" given on December 29, 1895. Among the
 guests was Edgar Degas (a regular at the Halevy household until their break over
 the Dreyfus affair) together with various members of the family, including Jules
 Taschereau and his daughter Henriette, Madame Niaudet and her daughter
 Mathilde. After dinner Degas went to get his camera, at which point, Halkvy tells
 us, "the pleasure part of the evening was over," and "the duty part of the evening
 began," while everyone submitted to "Degas's fierce will, his artist's ferocity."
 During this period in the mid-'90s inviting Degas to dinner meant, it seems, "two
 hours of military obedience." Here is Halkvy's description of the posing session
 that evening:

 He [Degas] seated Uncle Jules, Mathilde, and Henriette on the little
 sofa in front of the piano. He went back and forth in front of them
 running from one side of the room to the other with an expression of
 infinite happiness. He moved lamps, changed the reflectors, tried to
 light the legs by putting a lamp on the floor-to light Uncle Jules's
 legs, those famous legs, the slenderest, most supple legs in Paris which
 Degas always mentions ecstatically.

 "Taschereau," he said, "hold onto that leg with your right arm,
 and pull it in there, there. Then look at that young person beside you.
 More affectionately-still more-come-come! You can smile so nicely
 when you want to. And you, Mademoiselle Henriette, bend your
 head-more-still more. Really bend it. Rest it on your neighbor's
 shoulder." And when she didn't follow his orders to suit him he caught
 her by the nape of the neck and posed her as he wished. He seized hold
 of Mathilde and turned her face towards her uncle. Then he stepped
 back and exclaimed happily, "That does it." '

 * This essay initiates a consideration of Degas as a photographer with the assumption that he
 was, rather than a talented amateur, deeply engaged in making photographs as works of art. lhe
 important ramifications of this assumption for both the history of photography and a reevaluation of
 Degas's late work will be discussed in my forthcoming doctoral cdissertation. In that project, I shall
 undertake also a discussion of the complex technical problems posed by Degas's highly original
 manipulations of the medium. In this essay I am interested in raising some of the broader aesthetic
 questions suggested by Degas's photographic oeuvre. I wish to express my gratitude to Abigail
 Solomon and Bernard Guillot for their help in securing study prints of the photographs.

 1. Daniel Halkvy, My Friend Degas, trans. Mina Curtis, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University
 Press, pp. 82-3.
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 The remaining entries in the journal make no mention of the print of this
 photograph, which is a disappointing omission, for one wonders what the sitters
 would have thought of it. In the Metropolitan Museum there is a copy print of a
 photograph showing all those things Halevy describes: the piano and the sofa;
 Taschereau's famous knee, held up and flooded with light; Henriette's head
 awkwardly forced down onto Mathilde's shoulder; and Mathilde still willfully
 resisting looking at her uncle. But intruding upon this familial scene, in a way
 that makes those forced poses rather difficult to unravel, is another shot, shifted
 ninety degrees off axis from the first. This time it is Mathilde's head that is forced,
 wedged into the space between Taschereau's shoulder and her own, "other"
 shoulder. Mathilde has been doubled, split into profile and frontal views, vertical
 and horizontal positions. She has been forced this time not by Degas's manipula-
 tive orders, but by photography's own manipulative possibilities. Her second head
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 Edgar Degas. Untitled. 1895. (Copy print collection
 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Mrs. Henry
 T. Curtiss, 1965.)
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 A Note on Degas's Photographs 91

 is sandwiched there in that impossible space, that impossible position, by another
 kind of pressure, the kind in which two photographic negatives are sandwiched
 together and printed at the same time.2

 This peculiar means of printing forces upon us a double reading, a constant
 shifting of axes; yet in this oscillation between the one shot and the other, between
 vertical and horizontal, no resolution is possible. The two shots have been
 conflated into a single image that divides itself not into two separate scenes, but
 only into that other kind of split that constitutes whatever legibility the photo-
 graph may be said to have: the split between light and dark. We usually think of
 this condition of the photograph, of its breakdown into light and dark (or the
 gradation of values from white to black), as a rather straightforward matter. What
 is light in the world is registered as light on the photographic print; the light of
 the world establishes photographic legibility; the photograph is, literally, "light
 writing." But this is, of course, a gross oversimplification. For the process of
 photography is itself a double operation. Before the light of the world can be
 registered on the print, it first must undergo a reversal at the intervening stage of
 the negative. At this point, however, the breakdown is not strictly one of light and
 dark. It is, rather, one of opacity and transparency. Thus at the stage of the
 negative; light and dark are not only reversed, they are radically converted.
 Anything that reflects light in the world registers itself as opacity on the negative,
 thereby being given the power to obscure, to block out what is dark; while the
 absence of light---darkness, shadow, obscurity-registers itself as transparency. It
 is only in this way that the photograph can be writing. For as light passes through
 the transparent negative, it inscribes black onto white.

 Degas's photograph, itself doubled, may be said to reflect upon this double
 operation, to implicate the negative in the print. That famous Taschereau knee, so
 brightly lit in the pose that Halkvy describes, is there in all its pristine clarity,
 masking out Mme Niaudet's black dress. But at that point where Taschereau's
 shoulder and Mme Niaudet's face both fall partially into shadow, neither resolved
 into black or white, the two appear simultaneously. Like phantoms they emerge
 into visibility through each other. It is no longer possible, then, to speak of that
 scene that occasioned this (these) photograph(s); caught in the complex web of the
 photographic medium, it has been transformed into a hallucinatory, spectral
 image.

 The eighth and final Impressionist group show was held in 1886, the same
 year that Jean Moreas published his manifesto of literary Symbolism in Figaro
 Litteraire. The coincidence of these two events-the one representing a last
 attempt to assemble the masters of a pictorial style rooted in the precepts of

 2. There are two other copy prints of such superimposed photographs in the collection of the
 Metropolitan Museum, New York.
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 Naturalism; the other announcing a movement deeply hostile to that
 Naturalism-is charged with irony. For it was in this very exhibition that the
 young Symbolist poets and critics found the kind of art with which they would
 claim an affinity. The bitter factionalism within the Impressionist circle that had
 led to Degas's exclusion from the previous group show in 1882, had only worsened
 by 1886, with the result that the most orthodox Impressionists, Monet and Renoir,
 withdrew completely, while in their place were Gauguin, Redon, and Seurat.
 Apart from the works by this younger group, it was the suite of pastel bathers by
 Degas that was singled out by the Symbolist writers for praise. Teodor de
 Wyzewa, apt to link any artistic manifestation of which he approved to Wagner,
 included Degas in his category of "Wagnerian painting." Both Joris-Karel
 Huysmans (whose volte-face from Naturalism had occurred two years earlier with
 the publication of A Rebours) and F61ix Feneon described Degas's works in a
 dazzling prose style, replete with neologisms and archaisms clearly indebted to the
 language of Symbolism's central figure, Stephane Mallarm&. Feneon's description
 of one of these bathers with "the hair falling down over the shoulders, the breasts
 over the hips, the belly over the thighs, the limbs over their joints. . ." 3 is typical
 of the way in which Feneon's language creates its own momentum, in this
 instance metonymic: the initial "hair falling" institutes a chain of body parts
 falling over one another that defies natural possibility. He thus attempts to
 parallel the way Degas deforms his subjects by following the internal logic of his
 pastel medium, often applied over black and white monotypes. Thus, at this early
 moment of Symbolism, Degas's art was annexed to the movement.

 Degas was to show his work publicly only once more, this time in an
 exhibition arranged by his dealer Durand-Ruel in 1892, and the works that he
 exhibited could only have reinforced his connections with Symbolism. In 1890,
 Degas and his friend, the sculptor Paul Bartholome, made an expedition through
 Burgundy in a tilbury. Upon arriving in Dienay at the country home of his friend
 Georges Jeanniot, Degas began working on a sqries of landscape monotypes
 inspired by the memories of his journey. Twenty-two landscapes, some of them
 using these monotypes as bases, made up the Durand-Ruel showing, and it is
 instructive to consider these works in relation to the declining role of Impression-
 ism in Degas's art. Landscape is, of course, the essential genre of Impressionist
 painting, carrying with it the condition of working en plein air, there to observe
 and faithfully record the transitory effects of light in nature. Degas, however, was
 only rarely attracted to the genre and was openly contemptuous of plein-airisme,
 comparing it, in one of his famous mots, to the sport of fishing. But in the 1890s,
 as Monet at Giverny and Ckzanne at Aix were passionately rededicating them-
 selves to their projects carried out in front of their cherished natural motifs, Degas
 too turned to this genre. Yet he appropriated the landscape for entirely different
 ends. Far from an art of patient and minute observation, Degas's is an art of

 3. Felix Feneon, "Les Impressionnistes en 1886," CEuvres, Paris, 1948. Quoted in Sven Loev-
 gren, The Genesis of Modernism, Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1971, p. 59.
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 A Note on Degas's Photographs 93

 evocation, of allusion. And these emerge not from the appearance of an actual
 landscape, but rather from the conditions of the peculiar medium Degas was
 using.4 These monotypes are constituted as a series of traces, of wipes, smears,
 smudges, blottings. Their textures are those of rags, brushes, fingerprints, and of
 the oil itself as it flows under the pressure of the printing press. They depict
 landscapes only insofar as their modulated zones of color and juxtaposed textures
 might suggest mountains, plains, trees, roads, skies. They are landscapes in which
 Degas supplanted the visible world with the visionary, but not without first
 touching ground in the material from which they were generated.

 It was only a few years after the creation of these last monotypes and the
 exhibition at Durand-Ruel's that Degas turned his attention to photography.
 That he should have done so at a time when his art was conceived in terms so

 compatible with Symbolism is rather perplexing, for if the Symbolists held
 Degas's art in high esteem, they despised photography. To them, photography
 represented everything that was deplorable about the positivist view of reality
 against which they staged their revolt. "As impersonal and banal as photo-
 graphs," was the epithet G.-Albert Aurier used for "those numerous abomina-
 tions" painted in the name of realism.5 If, as Moreas claimed in his Symbolist
 manifesto, "the essential aim of our art is to objectify the subjective (the externali-
 zation of the Idea) instead of subjectifying the objective (nature seen through the
 eyes of a temperament)," 6 how could photography be made compatible with that
 aim? How could photography, seemingly constructed upon the very principle of
 Zola's aphorism-"art is nature seen through a temperament"-partake of the
 mystery, the artifice so essential to the Symbolists?

 This argument about photography would have been perfectly familiar to
 Degas. For him, too, art was a question not of nature but of convention: "Art," he
 insisted, "is falsehood"; while in 1872, he had written in a letter from New Orleans
 "photography is instantaneousness, nothing more." 7 And according to his niece
 Jeanne Fevre, "My uncle realized perfectly well the inferiority of this art.
 Photography is only a mechanical eye. Its majoi defect is that it neither makes
 4. The monotype is a technique of printmaking in which the plate is not etched. It therefore can
 generate only a unique, or at the most, two prints. Degas, who began making monotypes in 1874, is
 one of the few artists to have made extensive use of the medium. His obsession with taking more than
 one impression-evidenced not only by the fact that he usually took a second pull to be reworked in
 pastel, but also by his reconstituting plates and pulling counterproofs-is paradoxical considering the
 nature of the medium. His use of colored oil for his landscapes, the latest of his monotypes, is
 exceptional, most of his work in the medium being black and white. See Eugenia Parry Janis, Degas
 Monotypes, Greenwich, Conn., New York Graphic Society, 1968; and Jean Adhemar and Franoise
 Cachin, Degas: The Complete Etchings, Lithographs and Monotypes, New York, The Viking Press,
 1975.

 5. G.-Albert Aurier, "Le Symbolisme en peinture: Paul Gauguin," Mercure de France, II (1891),
 159-64. Quoted in Herschel B. Chipp, Theories of Modern Art, Berkeley, Univeristy of California
 Press, p. 89.
 6. Jean Moreas, "Le Symbolism," Figaro Litteraire, September 18, 1886. Quoted in John Rewald,
 Post-Impressionism, New York, The Museum of Modern Art, 1956, p. 148.
 7. Edgar Degas, Letters, ed. Marcel Guerin, trans. Marguerite Kay, Bruno Cassierer, Oxford, 1947,
 p. 22.
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 Edgar Degas. Renoir and Mallarmn in
 Berthe Morisot's Salon. 1895. (Copy print
 collection The Metropolitan Museum of
 Art, Gift of Mrs. Henry T. Curtiss, 1965.)

 in.

 ........

 distinctions nor comprehends. It has neither the capacity to construct meaning
 nor style." But she adds, "Degas, as a photographer, enabled it to comprehend;
 surpassing all previous photographers, he made photography intelligent." 8

 There is another photograph by Degas for which we have a description, this
 one by Valery:

 It shows Mallarme leaning against the wall, close by a mirror, with
 Renoir sitting opposite on a divan. In the mirror you can just make
 out, like phantoms, Degas and the camera, Mme and Mlle Mallarme.
 This masterpiece of its kind involved the use of nine oil lamps. . . and a
 fearful quarter-hour of immobility for the subjects. It has the finest
 likeness of Mallarme I have ever seen.9

 If that photograph of the Halevy relatives is doubled along its vertical and
 horizontal coordinates at the stage of the negative, this one is doubled in its depth
 at the stage of the shot, revealing phantoms of another kind. While those nine oil
 lamps have inscribed the features of Mallarme (and Renoir) on this print as a fine

 8. Jeanne Fevre, Mon Oncle Degas, Geneva, Pierre Cailler, 1949, pp. 139-40.
 9. Paul Val'ry, Degas Manet Morrisot, trans. David Paul, Bollingen Series XLV, vol. 12, New
 York, Pantheon Books, 1960, p. 40.
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 A Note on Degas's Photographs 95

 likeness, they have at the same time effaced the features of Mallarme's wife and
 daughter and especially those of Degas. Just at the point where we should see
 Degas's face as it delights in making this photograph, there is an elision, an
 absence. What we do see in that mirror is a camera, and behind the camera another

 mirror, which in turn reflects the first mirror, which.... Suspended in the specular
 infinitude that is this photograph, its author is reduced to a specter. Degas has
 included himself in his photograph only to disappear, in a way that cannot but
 remind us of Mallarme's own self-effacement in the creation of his poetry:

 The poet disappears (this is without doubt the great discovery in
 modern poetry) and the verse itself projects its own passions through its
 leaps and bounds; its ecstacy lives alone through its own rhythms; and
 so verse is born, rather than being imposed or brutally thrust upon us
 by the writer.'0

 The disappearance of which Mallarme speaks and which Degas effects in his
 photograph is one in which the medium itself-its autonomous being-
 overwhelms both its ostensible subject and its author in order to achieve that
 supreme fiction that was Mallarme's goal. Thus we might add to Valery's opinion
 that, quite apart from containing "the finest likeness of Mallarme,"-this is a
 "Mallarmean" photograph.

 Perhaps in part as a means of explaining that silencing of the author's voice
 in favor of the words themselves, Mallarme employed his analogy with the dance,
 "that catalyst and paradise of all spirituality." As his famous axiom formulated in
 the text Ballets has it, the dancer is entirely effaced by the dance, in which she
 becomes pure sign: "The ballerina is not a girl dancing" for "she is not a girl, but
 rather a metaphor .. . and she does not dance, but rather.. . she suggests
 things." "1 When Mallarme was preparing an illustrated edition of his prose
 poems in 1888, he turned to Degas for a drawing. Unfortunately, Degas never
 produced that drawing, yet the great painter of the ballet seems nevertheless to
 have taken Mallarme's essays on the dance to heart. A few years later, when he
 began to devote himself to photography, he not surprisingly made a number of
 pictures of ballerinas. His several studio shots of dancers show them in poses
 familiar from the late pastels, stretching and adjusting the straps of their
 costumes. Nothing else about these extraordinary photographs, however, could be
 described as familiar. The only vocabulary with which we might approach them
 would again be called Mallarmean.

 One of them shows a dancer whose strap has fallen off her shoulder to reveal,
 in an erotic detail unusual for Degas, a partially naked breast. Her pose is perfectly
 described by the lines of a sonnet written by Degas under Mallarme's tutelage in
 the '80s:

 10. Stephane Mallarme, letter to Emile Verhaeren, January 22, 1888, in Selected Prose Poems,
 Essays, and Letters, trans. Branford Cook, Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press, 1956, p. 101. There is
 a photograph of Verhaeren by Degas in the collection of the Eastman House, Rochester, New York.
 11. Stephane Mallarme, "Ballets," ibid., p. 62.

 pp. 96-7:
 Edgar Degas. Posed Ballerina. Two versions, c. 1895.
 (Bibliotheque nationale, Paris.)
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 Ton bras mince, place dans la ligne suivie,
 Equilibre, balance et ton vol, et ton poids.12

 That pose suggests, as well, the opening passage of Ballets: "In an effortless rise
 and fall, this creature now in flight, now drowsed in veils, is summoned into the
 air and seems to hang there, purely Italian in the soft stretching of her body." '~
 Indeed, she does seem to hang there, for though she appears to be en pointe, her
 legs have vanished, veiled by the blur of the lower portion of the photograph. And
 she is suspended not only between rise and fall, but also between appearance and
 disappearance, between negative and positive.
 The several different prints of this photograph in the collection of the

 Bibliotheque nationale, Paris, demonstrate Degas's highly original experimenta-
 tion with his negatives, elaborating and extending the kinds of experiments he
 had carried out in the black and white monotypes ten years earlier. The negative
 has been flipped in two of the prints to effect a left-right reversal similar to that
 which Degas often produced in the monotypes by pulling counterproofs.14 But in
 these photographs there is another kind of reversal that is impossible to achieve
 with the monotype medium: they are reversed dark and light, negative and
 positive. It is rather as if Degas had managed to combine, using the unique
 flexibility of the photographic process, the two kinds of monotypes he made, the
 so-called light- and dark-field. Using the light-field manner, the image is made by
 drawing with ink directly on a clean plate; while the dark-field method requires a
 fully inked plate from which the image is generated by wiping away to expose
 areas of light, thus abandoning traditional drawing in favor of chiaroscuro
 modeling. Degas did attempt to combine these two modes in single prints, for
 example inking and then wiping away areas of plates that were done essentially in
 the light-field manner. More curious are those dark-field monotypes in which the
 chiaroscuro modeling is combined with very sharp drawing done by etching
 distinct white lines into the ink. In the series of women reading in bed, probably
 done in the mid- to late 1880s, the combination of wiping (modeling) and etching
 (outlining) produces a mysterious flicker of light that appears to be both reflected
 and generated by the figures. In relationship to the reflected light of chiaroscuro
 modeling, the precise white outline that distinguishes the side of a limb that falls
 into shadow from the darkness surrounding it reads as a ray of light, as if that limb

 12. In its sinuous line, let your slender arm
 Gracefully balance your glide and your weight

 Degas, Letters, pp. 263-4.
 13. Mallarme, Selected Prose, p. 61.
 14. This interest in mirror-like reversal is thoroughly embedded in Degas's black and white
 monotypes. We know that Degas often worked on transparent plates in order to view the image as it
 would appear in the print while he was making it. Another way of doing this, of course, is by holding
 the inked plate in front of a mirror. Many of the brothel and toilette monotypes depict mirrors, some of
 which do not reflect anything. For Degas's extraordinary ideas about using the mirror for seeing the
 model from different positions see the famous passage from The Notebooks of Edgar Degas, ed.
 Theodore Reff, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1976, vol. 1, p. 134.
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 A Note on Degas's Photographs 99

 were able to produce its own illumination along its edge. Degas has thus destroyed
 the logical relationship between light and dark in their function of representing
 an object, pointing instead to the absolute conventionality of the two mutually
 exclusive modes of representing.

 It is a similar destruction of the logical relationship of light and dark, of the
 way in which light is invested with the power of constructing intelligibility, that
 Degas instances in his photographs of ballerinas. For the oscillation between light
 and dark, between positive and negative, operates not only from one print to
 another; it operates, as well, within each single photograph. In the print in which
 the right arm and torso of the dancer appear to be normally positive, the shadow
 of the arm on the wall she grasps appears as a streak of light. Her face, also
 apparently in shadow, and her "dark" hair are registered as light. At this point,
 obviously, language begins to fail. How can we any longer speak of light and
 dark? How can we speak of a white shadow? a dark highlight? a translucent
 shoulder blade? When light and dark, transparency and opacity, are reversed,
 when negative becomes positive and positive, negative, the referents of our
 descriptive language are dissolved. We are left with a language germain only to
 the photographic, in which the manipulation of light generates its own, exclusive
 logic.

 It is not only in those photographs that are so frankly manipulated at the
 stage of the negative, however, that Degas forces recognition of the internal
 functioning of the medium. Among his more straightforward portrait photo-
 graphs is one of his niece Odette that shows her to be a particularly delightful
 sitter. Her bright eyes, wide smile, and spontaneous pose would seem quite
 naturally to elicit the term photogenic. But what exactly do we mean by that
 designation? What can it mean to say that someone is "suitable for reproduction
 by light"?

 Included among the plates of Fox Talbot's Pencil of Nature is a photogram
 of a piece of lace. We are aware that it is a photogram and not a photograph,
 however, only because Fox Talbot explains the process of making this print in an
 accompanying text. Describing as a "negative image" what we call a photogram-
 that is, a direct imprint of an object on light-sensitive paper without the
 intermediary stage of the negative-he explains:

 In taking views of buildings, statues, portraits, 8cc. it is necessary to
 obtain a positive image, because the negative images of such objects are
 hardly intelligible, substituting light for shade, and vice versa. But in
 copying such things as lace or leaves of plants, a negative image is
 perfectly allowable, black lace being as familiar to the eye as white lace,
 and the object being only to exhibit the pattern with accuracy.'5

 The negative stage of the photographic process has been omitted in this instance,
 then, because that conversion of light and dark into opacity and transparency is
 15. William Henry Fox Talbot, The Pencil of Nature, facsimile edition, New York, Da Capo Press,
 1969, n.p.
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 Edgar Degas. Odette (niece of the artist). c. 1895.
 (Biblioth'que nationale, Paris.)

 already accomplished in the constitution of lace, which is nothing other than pure
 pattern. Using the double procedure of photography would therefore be redun-
 dant. In its double nature as presence and absence, black and white, lace is already
 resolved into photographic language. It is truly photogenic, and, like the mirror
 in another way, it is a perfect metaphor for photography.

 Now Degas's photograph of Odette is replete with this kind of metaphor,
 with its lace backdrop, its patterned wallpaper, its illustrated newspaper. Odette
 herself wears a lace dress. This is a photograph of the photogenic, everything
 already resolved into black and white. Even Odette's cute smile is so resolved. She
 is at that age when children lose their baby teeth, and her smile reveals the gaps
 where two of her incisors are absent. The preponderance of lace in this photo-
 graph is a pun on that smile, for the French word for lace is dentelle, a diminutive
 form of the word dent, meaning tooth. So Odette's smile is indeed photogenic;
 already reduced to presence and absence, positive and negative, black and white, it
 is a wry metaphor for photography.

 Degas made his photographs during a very brief period of time, for soon after
 that moment, in 1895, when Halevy spoke of Degas as "ablaze with enthusiasm"
 for his new occupation with a camera, his eyesight failed. Unable to pursue his
 work any further, Degas remarked in 1906, "If I could live my life again, I should
 do nothing but black and white."
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